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Reviewer's report:

1) At line 75 it says: "The knowledge og the...." It should be: the knowledge of the...

2) The authors write: "The areas of each drawing were calculated with Adobe Illustrator. Adobe Illustrator provided the x,y position from the center of the drawings. The average center points and the distances from the average center points were calculated. Based on the authors' clinical experience, a difference in center point of 1 cm will have a clinical impact in the ability to hit the lymph node. Agreement for center point was thus defined as the percentage of physicians with center point within 1 cm from the average center point. " To understand how the authors created the "new map" of mediastinal lymph node from the intrabronchial view it might help to describe this procedure better. It's not clear what means "distances from the average center points"? "Agreement for center point was thus defined as the percentage of physicians with center point within 1 cm from the average center point?" May you give a more precise description of the methodology.

3) At line 136 it says: "Based on the authors' clinical experience...." It should be: Based on the authors clinical experience
4) The authors write: "The main borders in the map was areas covered by more than 20% of the 14 physicians who had performed 1000 EBUS or more (Figure 5)". There is not figure 5, may be it corresponde to figure 3? The lymph 11R doesn't have a star marked?

5) If you compare physicians who have more experience doing EBUS vs those with less experience, it is expected that the first group would be more assertive when they have to draw the area where is the lymph node. It might be interesting to make a comparison between the physicians that still do TBNA and those that perform EBUS-TBNA and differentiate this last group in most experienced physicians and others.

6) Now days, the EBUS-TBNA it's one of basic tool in mediastinal staging for lung cancer more than TBNA alone because the advantage that offered the ultrasound identifying the lymph nodes we want to explore. The physicians that performed EBUS-TBNA had a anatomical and intrabronchial view where are located the lymph nodes. What advantage offered this new map over the already existing map and where is the difference from the previous. It is recommended to the authors to explain how can this new map improve the results obtained with the EBUS-TBNA?

Are the methods appropriate and well described?
If not, please specify what is required in your comments to the authors.
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